Wide application of the Internet of Things (IoT) system has been increasingly demanding more hardware facilities for processing various resources including data, information, and knowledge. With the rapid growth of generated resource quantity, it is difficult to adapt to this situation by using traditional cloud computing models. Fog computing enables storage and computing services to perform at the edge of the network to extend cloud computing. However, there are some problems such as restricted computation, limited storage, and expensive network bandwidth in Fog computing applications. It is a challenge to balance the distribution of network resources. We propose a processing optimization mechanism of typed resources with synchronized storage and computation adaptation in Fog computing. In this mechanism, we process typed resources in a wireless-network-based threetier architecture consisting of Data Graph, Information Graph, and Knowledge Graph. The proposed mechanism aims to minimize processing cost over network, computation, and storage while maximizing the performance of processing in a business value driven manner. Simulation results show that the proposed approach improves the ratio of performance over user investment. Meanwhile, conversions between resource types deliver support for dynamically allocating network resources.
Introduction
With the extensive development of IoT applications, it is necessary to promote storage, computing, and communication capability of IoT devices, such as efficient storage, semantic integration, and parallel processing. Due to powerful computing capability compared with edge devices, cloud computing puts all the computing tasks on the cloud to process data efficiently and provides highly vitalized storage and computing services on top of massively parallel distributed systems [1] [2] [3] . However, with the growing quantity of data generated at the edge, the speed is becoming the bottleneck for the cloud-based computing paradigm [4] . Also, future wireless access networks will face the challenge of transporting the ever-increasing volume of data centric traffic with ever tighter timing and quality of service (QoS) requirements [5] . In order to reduce the communication bandwidth needed between edge devices and the central data centre, nascent technologies and applications for mobile computing and IoT are driving computing towards dispersion [6] . Conventional methods, which are based on bandwidth allocation scheme, improve effectively bandwidth utilization efficiency [7, 8] . Some methods [9] [10] [11] achieve real-time data analysis, but they have not considered user investment [12, 13] , processing cost [14] , and the efficient utilization of IoT resources with reduced risks [15, 16] of security and robustness [17] issues.
Fog computing stresses the proximity to terminal users and client objectives, dense geographical distribution and local resource pools, latency reduction, and backbone bandwidth savings to achieve better quality of service (QoS) [18] .
Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing
Meanwhile, the computing paradigm pushes data analytic and knowledge generation power away from centralized nodes to the logical extremes of a network near the source of the data. Therefore, a large number of heterogeneous, complexity, and hierarchy resources can be processed effectively in fog computing systems. However, storage and computation power in fog computing systems are not balanced. We argue that it is a challenge to provide better load balancing of resources in the Internet of Things. From the perspective of resource owners, obtaining cost-effective resources processing services remains the primary concern for adoption of fog computing services. In [19] , the authors not only studied the tradeoff between network performance improvement and the communication overhead of transmitting network information but also proposed to optimize resource allocation in wireless networks.
Fog devices have increasingly generated a large amount of resources including data, information, and knowledge. In [20] , Chaim illustrated the concepts of defining data, information, and knowledge. We use Knowledge Graph to solve the problem of extracting relationships from sources of knowledge [21, 22] . Knowledge Graph has become a powerful tool for representing knowledge in the form of labelled digraphs and gives textual information semantics. Knowledge base contains a set of concepts, examples, and relationships [23] . In [24] , Duan et al. clarified the architecture of Knowledge Graph in terms of data, information, knowledge, and wisdom. In [25] , the authors proposed to designate the form of Knowledge Graph as four basic forms: Data Graph, Information Graph, Knowledge Graph, and Wisdom Graph. In [26] , the authors proposed to answer five Ws questions through constructing the architecture composed of Data Graph, Information Graph, Knowledge Graph, and Wisdom Graph. The development of software service system can be divided into data sharing, information transmission, and knowledge creation stages in terms of data, information, and knowledge [27] . In fog computing systems, the computing resources for providing device services are highly limited such as storage capacity, computing power, and network bandwidth. The demand for huge search space and computation power has become a big challenge. We propose a mechanism to improve the ratio of performance over investment when providing resources processing services. The proposed approach minimizes processing cost over network, computation, and storage while maximizing the performance of processing in a business value driven manner. Multitypes users' investment and corresponding benefit rate decide final resource combination cases, which makes the system have a relatively stable state. Furthermore, we design several simulations to verify the feasibility and evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. Currently we did not consider negative situations of which improper arrangement of resources might lead to penalties [28] instead of rewards.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define typed resources and explain the proposed system model. Section 3 provides a running example. Section 4 presents practice of storage and computing collaborative adaptation towards typed IoT resources. Section 5 reports the simulation and summarizes the simulation results. Section 6 reports related work. Finally, we draw conclusions and outline aspects of future work in Section 7.
Definitions and System Model
In this section, we propose the definition of typed resources. Furthermore, we design the processing architecture of typed resources in the Internet of Things. In order to satisfy the transmission demands of nodes in a given wireless network, we construct the system model through restricting network resources.
Definitions of Typed Resources.
Wide application of the Internet of Things has been acquiring a huge amount of typed resources. We classify resources into three types: data, information, and knowledge [27] . Data is not specified for stakeholder or machine. Data is the collection of discrete elements and concepts. Information is not specified for stakeholder or machine. Information is conveyed through conceptual mapping and combination of data and is used for interaction. Knowledge is used to reason and predict unknown resources such as data, information, and knowledge. Table 1 provides an explanation of typed resources of data, information, and knowledge. Definitions of resource elements and graphs are as follows.
Definition 1 (resource element (RE DIK )). We define resource element as
D DIK , I DIK , and K DIK represent data, information, and knowledge in DIK hierarchy, respectively, where DIK is an abbreviation of D DIK , I DIK , and K DIK .
Definition 2 (graphs). In our previous work [25] , we specified Knowledge Graph in a progressive manner as four basic forms: Data Graph, Information Graph, Knowledge Graph, and Wisdom Graph. In this work, we propose to specify the existing concept of Knowledge Graph in three layers. We define graphs as (c) For conversion from I DIK to K DIK , I DIK is used to express the interaction and collaboration between entities. Through the classifying and abstracting interactive records or behaviour records related to the dynamic behaviour of entities, we obtain K DIK in the form of statistical rules. We infer K DIK from known resources and collect necessary I DIK in the process of inference through appropriate research techniques such as experiments and surveys.
(d) Regarding conversion from I DIK to D DIK , we know that conversion from I DIK to D DIK is the transition from concept set to resource instances. I DIK expresses the dynamic interaction and collaboration between entities; we obtain D DIK through observing an object at a certain time in a static state.
(e) For conversion from K DIK to D DIK , according to knowledge reasoning, we establish relevant examples for extracted collection of K DIK . Relationships between K DIK nodes are associated with instances in the form of attributes.
(f) For conversion from K DIK to I DIK , the schema-less feature of KG DIK makes it possible to link and utilize a richer knowledge base to help users make decisions, from K DIK retrieval to I DIK creation.
Processing Architecture of Typed Resources in the Internet
of Things. Generally, we obtain I DIK through mining D DIK and K DIK through deducting I DIK and intelligence from K DIK . Therefore, D DIK , I DIK , K DIK , and wisdom are the layers of a gradual relationship. The Knowledge Graph is divided into four levels: DG DIK , IG DIK , KG DIK , and Wisdom Graph. Figure 1 shows the processing architecture of typed resources in IoT on the basis of DG DIK , IG DIK , and KG DIK . In this architecture, graph types are allowed to convert between each other. We provide the definitions of DG DIK , IG DIK , and KG DIK as follows.
Definition 3 (DG DIK
. We define DG DIK as DG DIK fl collection {array, list, stack, queue, tree, graph} .
DG DIK is a collection of discrete elements expressed in the form of various data structures including arrays, lists, stacks, trees, and graphs. DG DIK featuring a static state is more about expressing a structural relationship. DG DIK is used to model the temporal and spatial features of DG DIK .
Definition 4 (IG DIK
. We define IG DIK as
IG DIK is a combination of related D DIK . IG DIK expresses the interaction and transformation of I DIK between entities in the form of a directed graph. IG DIK records the interaction between entities including both direct interaction and indirect interaction. Also, IG DIK can be expressed using multiple tuples.
Definition 5 (KG DIK
. We define KG DIK as KG DIK is of free schema and expresses rich semantic relationships, which is conductive to have a completing mapping towards user requirements described through natural language. KG DIK is a collection of statistical rules summarized from known resources. KG DIK further improves and perfects the semantic relations between the entities on the basis of DG DIK and IG DIK and then forms a semantic network connected by a large number of interactive relationships.
System Model.
We propose a transmission optimization model of typed resources in the Internet of Things, which is called IoT TOM. Figure 2 shows a network composed of multiple wireless nodes. In this given network, A-B is a communication link between fog nodes A and B. We denote buffer size of each node as H i . We denote the number of DIK packets to be forwarded as N i . A DIK packet is a unit of resource made into a single package in forms of a resource combination in our proposed IoT TOM. We denote the average length of DIK packets as l. We denote bandwidth between A and B as B AB . We denote resource flow capacity on this link as F AB . In practice, the distribution of network resources is not balanced in fog computing applications. The proposed mechanism of converting resource types achieves global optimization to deal with this problem. We use resources forwardingwaiting equilibrium and bandwidth utilization equilibrium to evaluate the performance of the proposed mechanism. 
In (6), B ij denotes bandwidth between IoT nodes. F ij represents resource flow on the link.
Forwarding-Waiting
Equilibrium. Resources forwarding-waiting time reflects the performance of the proposed IoT TOM, which includes two parameters, forwarding-waiting rate (FR wait ) and forwarding-waiting equilibrium (BE wequ ). It is important to reduce the traffic load and congestion in the network in the absence of packet loss to balance resource flow. Let N i * l be the size of resources to be forwarded at node i; then BE wequ is a variance of FR wait . BE wequ and FR wait can be illustrated as
The cooperation between forwarding-waiting equilibrium and bandwidth utilization equilibrium enables users to utilize IoT resources more efficiently. We denote the objective function for defining utilization of typed resources in the Internet of Things as F, which can be illustrated as In (10), and , which can be obtained through data training, are parameters that contribute to BE buse and BE wequ , respectively. The smaller F is, the better resource flow capacity distribution performs.
Running Example to Provide UAVs Courier Service
Today's unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) courier service is a typical IoT application in fog computing. However, it is difficult to address bandwidth bottlenecks and management complexity of a UAV dispatch centre. For example, Figure 3 shows the geographical location distribution of UAVs providing courier services over the air. Dotted directional lines represent resources transmission directions using conventional methods, which may require expensive satellite navigation. The black directional lines display resource transmission directions of providing courier service using a fog computing system. In an ideal situation, IoT resources without redundancy and inconsistency are transmitted in low user investments. The actual situation may not follow the ideal situation. For example, D DIK resources of (longitude and latitude) featuring redundancy and inconsistency make the scale of D DIK collection large. Therefore, if storage capacity at node UAV-A is not enough, we need to consume corresponding bandwidth to transmit these D DIK resources to other nodes, which aims to obtain storage resources. We consider converting the resource type to I DIK or K DIK when transmitting these D DIK resources, which aims to change the scale of initial D DIK collection. Table 2 shows partial D DIK resources generated by 
We store these I DIK resources converted from D DIK resources in form of
, which requires storage space of 32 bits. Then total storage space to store these I DIK resources is 32 * 400 = 12.5 Kbit. Table 3 shows I DIK resources generated by UAV-B. Through counting and summarizing these rules, we obtain 100 K DIK resources roughly. Conversion from I DIK to K DIK is illustrated as
We store these K DIK resources in form of K DIK (rain, down, UAV-B), which requires storage space of 4 bits. Then total storage space to store these K DIK resources is 4 * 250 = 0.97 Kbit. Hence, these conversions between resource types reduce the scale of collected resources. In our proposed resource type conversion mechanism, there are at most 27 * 27 kinds of resource combinations in each node over the network. As shown in Figure 4 , we take one resource combination case {(D, D, I), (DG, IG, IG)} as an example. Conversion from {D, D, I} into {I, I, K} aims to obtain storage resources through consuming computing capability. In general, we keep the system in a relatively stable state with storage and computing collaborative adaptation.
Because of complex courier tasks and geographic environment conditions of UAVs, resources distribution is unbalanced. Global optimization of the UAVs wireless network can solve this problem to a large extent. We design a mechanism that minimizes processing cost over network, computation, and storage while maximizing the performance of processing in a business value driven manner, which is illustrated in Section 4. Figure 5 displays resources allocation results in region 1 of the wireless network by using the proposed mechanism. Initial resource combinations on UAV-A and UAV-B are as follows: Total storage spaces at node UAV-B and node UAV-B are 5 Kbit and 10 Kbit, respectively. Thus, we convert resource types and transmit these resources to node a, which is illustrated as follows:
Combination (UAV-B) = {(
)}. As shown in Figure 5 However, there are two problems in implementing this idea. First, storage and computation capabilities of IoT devices in fog computing systems are different. Thus, it is necessary to obtain storage capacity by transferring typed resources. Second, both the performance of processing resources and user investments should be considered to improve user investment benefit.
Storage and Computing Collaborative Adaptation towards IoT Resources
In fog computing systems, there may be insufficient storage and computation capability at some nodes. We consider transmitting IoT resources to other nodes, aiming to obtain storage and computation resources through consuming bandwidth. Given a wireless network, some nodes consume storage capacity to obtain enough computing resources. Some nodes consume computing capability to obtain enough storage resources. In general, conversion between resource types provides a support for balancing the distribution of network resources in the Internet of Things. In this section, we describe optimizing processing mechanism of typed resources with collaborative storage and computation adaptation. We define IoT resources and resources on Grpah DIK as follows.
Definition 6 (IoT resources)
. We define IoT resources as a tuple IR = < IRT, IRS >. IRT is the type set of IoT resources represented by a triad < irt D , irt I , irt K >. IRS is the scale of different kinds of IoT resources represented by a triad < irs D , irs I , irs K >. Each irs denotes the scale of resource in the form of irt.
Definition 7 (resources on Grpah DIK ). We define resources on Grpah DIK as a tuple RoG = <RGT, RGS>. RGT is the type set of resources on Grpah DIK represented by a triad < rgt D , rgt I , rgt K >. RGS is the scale of different kinds of resources on Grpah DIK represented by a triad < rgs D , rgs I , rgs K >. Each rgs denotes the scale of resources in the form of rgt.
Computation of Resource Type Conversion Cost.
Considering the disadvantages of conventional resources processing methods, we propose to convert both types of resources in Table 4 , we denote i→j as the atomic conversion cost per unit resource in IR. Conversion cost of resource types from IR to IRT' can be illustrated as
Second, we convert the types of resources in RoG. Specifically, we assign values from RE DIK to each resource of the type set RGT of RG. Then we use these values to form the combination case RGT'= < rgt D , rgt I , rgt K >, where rgt D , rgt I , and rgt K belong to {D DIK , I DIK , K DIK }. As shown in Table 5 , we denote → as the atomic type conversion cost per unit resource in RoG. Conversion cost of resource types from RGT' to RoG can be illustrated as = ∑ → * , , ∈ { , , } (14)
Computation of Cost of Processing IR in RoG.
The proposed processing architecture of typed resources is adopted to process IoT resources. Cost of processing IR in RoG is related to the resource scale. As shown in Table 6 , we denote → as the atomic cost of processing unit D DIK , I DIK , or K DIK resource in corresponding graph resources. Then cost of processing IR in RoG can be illustrated as
We convert the resource types in hopes of reducing the scale of resources when transferring IR in fog computing systems, aiming to balance resources load in a given wireless network. We assume that bandwidth of some nodes is enough in a period of time. We transmit IR to obtain storage and computation resources of other nodes through consuming bandwidth, aiming to satisfy users' general requirements. As shown in Table 7 , let C transD , C transI , and C transK indicate the atomic cost of transmitting unit D DIK , I DIK , or K DIK , respectively. Cost of transmitting IR can be illustrated as
Calculation of Users' Investment Benefit.
We optimize the performance of processing resources through converting the type of resources and rational allocations of infrastructures in Internet of Things. According to previous subsections, we calculate the total cost of processing IR in fog computing applications by using our proposed mechanism. Total Cost denotes the total cost of this resources processing service, which can be illustrated as
Let IV user denote inquired user investment; then IV user corresponding to each resource combination can be illustrated as
where represents the atomic investment that can be obtained through data training. Different investment programs correspond to different benefit ratios (R e ). R e is used to measure the ratio of performance over investment, which is illustrated as
Then we compare and IV of each program with 0 and IV 0 to determine whether the condition " > 0 & IV <IV 0 " is satisfied. Let R e0 be equal to the current when is greater than 0 . Algorithm 1 describes the specific process of investment driven resource processing approach.
Experiment
The goal of our experiments is to evaluate the proposed processing optimization approach towards typed resources. We first established a small wireless network as our simulation environment with discrete illustration [29] . We observed and analysed user investment benefit (R ) of six nodes in this system. Then, we measured some necessary network indicators to illustrate effects of using the proposed mechanism to optimize resources processing. Finally, we compared our proposed IoT TOM with a conventional mechanism. Figure 6 , we first established a small real wireless network with fourteen nodes. These nodes consisted of different kinds of Arduino MCUs. Six nodes of them were equipped with ESP8266 WI-FI modules and some sensors for collecting environment resources. As shown in Table 8 , we set up some necessary input parameters that include senor nodes and energy model [30] . We deployed these nodes in four subareas in an area of 500 m * 400 m.
Experiment Setup. As shown in

Experiment Procedure.
We aimed to illustrate the feasibility of our approach through providing users resources processing services. The proposed mechanism allowed each node to finish storage, computation, and transmission tasks. We assumed that a user demanded to observe environmental resources of this real wireless network anywhere. For convenience, we assigned values to some necessary parameters in the equations, such as i→j , → , and → . We evaluated the performance of the proposed mechanism in terms of investment benefit and F value. The running time is ten minutes. In our experiment, we used some rules to process collected data into three resource collections of D DIK , I DIK , and K DIK . For example, photosensitive sensors collected D DIK resources of light intensity, which were {2, 4, 8, 16. . . 1024}. We processed these D DIK resources into I DIK resources in forms of 2 x (x= [1, 10] ). Table 9 shows an example for classifying typed resources in a practical environment.
Statistics Analysis.
For convenience, we only considered six resource combinations to illustrate the feasibility of the proposed mechanism. We estimated IV user and R e after calculating C IR , C RG , C trans , and C pro . As shown in Figure 7 , points surrounded by the red box on the R e curves indicate our recommended resource combinations. In these resource combinations, users are able to acquire resource services of maximum processing performance with minimum investment. In our experiments, the proposed mechanism dynamically recommended different resource combinations for different network environments to meet user demands better. Furthermore, we measured some necessary parameters of the proposed IoT TOM including F ij , l, and N i in order to observe the state of this wireless network. As shown in Table 10 , FR wait of link A-F is greater than that of other nodes. Storage capacity of node F is 4 Mbit, which is insufficient to store 7 Mbit IoT resources. Therefore node F consumed more bandwidths to obtain enough storage resources compared with other nodes. On the whole, some nodes consumed computing capability to obtain enough storage resources.
Some nodes consumed storage capacity to obtain computing resources. Some nodes consumed bandwidth to obtain storage resources. In order to evaluate the performance of IoT TOM, we estimated BE buse and BE wait which are 0.36 and 0.28, respectively. F value reflects resource flow capacity distribution. In this experiment, we calculated F value according to (10) . The calculated F value is 0.34, which means that the proposed mechanism effectively allocated network resources through converting resource types. Table 10 shows that IR ban and FR wait of most nodes are smaller than 0.5, which is not the best result in terms of network parameters intuitively. In order to illustrate advantages of our proposed approach, in next subsection, we compared our proposed mechanism with a conventional mechanism under the same resources scale.
Comparison with Other Methods.
We compared the proposed mechanism with a conventional bandwidthallocation-based mechanism. We used the performance of traditional bandwidth-allocation-based mechanism as the baseline for comparison. We modelled this simulation on the basis of NSGA-II which is a modified version of NSGA (Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm) released in 1994 used to optimize multiobjectives [31] . The objective function is illustrated as In (20) , is a parameter that contributes to the scale of irs D . And six restrictive functions are as follows:
(24)
We calculated user investment benefits of these two mechanisms. Figure 8 shows the R e values per node at corresponding investment to illustrate benefit difference between these two methods. In the simulation, we assigned values to parameters in the equations, such as and . But the actual value of each parameter should be obtained through data learning. According to previous experiment results, we find that investment benefit of our proposed method is smaller compared to conventional method under the same investment. The results show that the proposed method performs better when providing resources processing services. In order to reflect the performance of processing resources in this fog computing application compared with the conventional method, we analysed F value of a given wireless network. Figure 9 shows F value of two mechanisms under different investments. The simulation results indicate that the bandwidth-allocation-based method demands fourteen units cost to achieve objective F value. F value of the proposed method is smaller compared with the conventional method.
We used a social network to illustrate the impact of network size on performance of IoT TOM. The network contains 1133 nodes and 10903 edges, which is from Datatang [32] . We used a sample set of 862 nodes and 1932 edges including five given areas. This simulation was conducted on a Lenovo ThinkPad E431 desktop with a 2.50 GHz Intel core i5 CPU and 8G RAM, running the pycharm Edit on Windows 10 operating system. As shown in Figure 10 , (6, 12) represents that the number of nodes is 6 and the number of edges is 12. The results show that the bigger the scale of a given wireless network is, the better the distribution of network resources performs in a certain range.
Related Work
The dynamic reconstruction of computation and storage resources not only improves the utilization of resources but also simplifies management. Some of the workloads that use common resource computing and storage technologies can handle the current cloud system to avoid saturated clouds [33] . However, the cloud computing paradigm is not suitable to solve the problem of unbalanced distributions of network resources in the Internet of Things. We argue that it is necessary to consume bandwidth to transmit resources between IoT nodes, aiming to obtain storage and computation resources of other nodes in order to satisfy user demands. In [34] , the authors proposed a distributed multilevel storage (DMLS) model to solve the problems of restricted computation, limited storage, and unstable network. A wireless-based Software Defined Mobile Edge Computing (SDMEC) provided support for autoscaling network storage resource based on the network demand [35] . It is important to dynamically allocate bandwidth in fog computing application. In [36] , the authors proposed a bandwidth allocation scheme based on collectable information. An integrated resource allocation method shared the limited bandwidth among multiple wireless body area networks (WBANs) [37] . In [38] , the authors studied the tradeoff between the latency and reliability in task offloading to mobile edge computing (MEC). We argue that it is important to achieve global optimization over a wireless network in forms of converting the resource types. The bandwidths of a given wireless network are expensive in fog computing, which makes it a challenge to reduce latency of accessing resources. In [39] , the authors proposed an efficient software defined data transmission scheme (ESD-DTS) to maximize data transmission throughput and consistently maintain a flow's latency. T. Taleb et al. 's proposed scheme enforces an autonomic creation of MEC services to allow anywhere-anytime data access with optimum Quality of Experience (QoE) and reduced latency [40] . A hierarchical model composing data, information, knowledge, and wisdom is usually represented in the form of a pyramid [41] . We divide resources in the Internet of Things into data, information, and knowledge. We consider converting resource types to improve user investment benefit in a business value driven manner. We proposed a three-tier resource processing architecture based on Data Graph, Information Graph, and Knowledge Graph, aiming at optimizing storage, transfer, and processing typed resources.
Conclusions and Future Work
Physical services in the Internet of Things are heterogeneous, large-scale, and resource-constrained. Fog computing makes IoT devices more intelligent and saves communication bandwidth. But distributions of network resources in fog computing applications are not balanced. We proposed to convert resource types to deal with this problem. Based on different resource combinations that feature a better user investment benefit, conversions between resource types change the resource scale. In order to satisfy users' general requirements, we consider transmitting typed resources to obtain enough storage and computing resources of other nodes through consuming bandwidth. On the whole, optimized processing of typed resources with storage and computing collaborative adaptation effectively improves the ratio of performance over investment. Meanwhile, processing resources in our proposed three-tier architecture of Data Graph, Information Graph, and Knowledge Graph optimizes spatial and temporal efficiency. The proposed mechanism achieves global optimization over a wireless network to provide cost-effective resource processing services. According to simulation results, users invest minimum costs to obtain maximum performances of processing IoT resources. Generally, our proposed mechanism keeps most fog computing systems in a stable state, which is important for improving the user experience.
In the future, we will continue our study of resources management to improve performance of processing in a business value driven manner and conduct further experiments. We will also explore machine learning approach to optimize processing of resources including data, information, and knowledge.
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